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Department of Labor
Employee Benefits Security Administration

RIN 121O-AB03

The American Society of Pension Professionals & Actuares (ASPPA) appreciates this
opportty to comment on the Deparent of Labor's (DOL) revised Volunta Fiduciar

Correction Program NFC Program). These revisions were published in the Federal Regtster
on April 6, 2005 (70 FR 17516, et seq.).

ASPPA is a national society of retirement plan professionals. ASPPA's mission is to educate
pension professionals and to preserve and enhance the private pension system. Its
membership consists of approximately 5,500 actuares, plan admstrators, attorneys, CP As,
and other retirement plan experts who design, implement and maintain qualified retirement
plans, especially for small to mid-size employers.

ASPP A's members have considerable experience dealing with fiduciar issues and assisting
employer clients in their attempt to rectify fiduciar violations. ASPPA applauds the DOL's
efforts to simplify and expand the VFC Program. In paricular, ASPP A welcomes the
addition of the followig three new "Eligible Transactions":

1. Iliquid plan assets sold to interested paries

2. Paricipant loans that violate certain plan loan restrctions

3. Delinquent parcipant loan repayments

In addition, ASPP A welcomes the streamined approach to the VFC Program application
process and the calculation of "lost eargs" through the (i) inclusion of an "Online
Calculator" and (ii) the elimation of the requiement to tae a plan's rate of retu into
account.

The following is a sumar of ASPP A's recommendations. These are described in greater
detail in the Discussion of Issues section.



A. The DOL should clarfy that the corrective actions under the VFC Program may also
be used to correct simlar transactions that are found as a result of an Employee
Benefits Securty Admstration (EBSA) investigation.

B. There should be coordiation with the Treasur and IRS with regard to loan

transactions that are covered by the VFC program such as (1) the calculation of
corrective amounts and (2) the tax consequences to participants.

C. The VFC Program should be clarfied to provide that Eligible Transactions with
respect to paricipant loan include situtions where the amount or duration ofthe
loan exceeds plan limts but where such plan limts are more restrctive than the
limts of Internal Revenue Code (IC) §72(P).

D. The eligible transactions under the VFC Program should be expanded to include

situtions where there is a failure to comply with loan repayment requiements due to
the failure of an employer to set up necessar payroll withholdig procedures.

E. The DOL should provide fuer clarfication of the term "Under Investigation."
Specifically, a plan should not be considered "Under Investigation" where there is an
investigation that only has an indiect impact on a plan (e.g., an employment ta audit
resulting in misclassified employees or a DOL investigation relating to prevailing
wage laws).

F. When a plan offcial uses the Online Calculator to determe lost eargs, details
regardig the calculation of such eargs should be limted to the data that was input
into the Online Calculator.

G. The DOL should permt the use ofthe updated VFC Program with respect to any
pendig VFC applications.

H. The DOL should consider expandig the eligible transactions to include some
transactions that violate ERISA §§404(a)(1) and 406(b) (e.g., improper payment of
plan expenses and holdig real estate that violates ERISA §404(a)(1)(C)).
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Typically, when a plan is undergoing an EBSA examation, EBSA will expect VFC
Program correction methodology to be used in correcting violations found as a result of the
investigation. The DOL should clarfy whether the EBSA Regional Offces will now accept
the revised VFC Program correction methodology for correction under an examation.

ASPPA recommends that the DOL clarfy that the corrective actions under the VFC Program
may also be used to correct simlar transactions that are found as a result of an Employee
Benefits Securty Admstration (EBSA) investigation.
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In many cases, violation of plan loan limtations will result in income tax consequences to
paricipants pursuant to IRC §72(P). However, the VFC Program wil not be utilized to its
ful potential if there is no conftion that all applicable governent agencies will accept

correction under VFC Program as a fmal and complete closure of the issue at hand. Ths is
paricularly tre with respect to the tax consequences and calculation of corrective amounts

when there has been a loan transaction that violates both the prohibited transaction rues as
well as IRC §72(P). In order to fuly realize the potential benefits of the VFC Program, it
must be clear to plan sponsors and other fiduciares that all applicable governent agencies
will accept the correction methodology.

ASPP A recommends that the EBSA coordiate with the Treasur and IRS with regard to
loan transactions that are covered by the VFC program, such as (1) the calculation of
corrective amounts and (2) the tax consequences to paricipants.
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Sections 7.C.l and 7.C.2. of the updated VFC Program apply to transactions where a
paricipant loan exceeds the amount or duration limts permtted under "applicable plan
provisions incorporatig the requiements of section 72(P) of the Code." In many situations,
plans impose limts on the amount or duration of loans that are more strgent that those
permtted under IRC §72(P). However, it is not clear whether loans exceedig these more
strgent requiements are Eligible Transactions under the updated VFC Program.

ASPP A recommends that the VFC Program be clarfied to include as Eligible Transactions
parcipant loans that violate plan imposed limts on the amount or duration of loans,
regardless of whether such limts are more restrctive than those permtted under IRC §72(P).
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In some cases there is a failure to repay a paricipant loan as a result of an employer's failure
to implement adequate payroll witholdig procedures. The updated VFC Program does not
include such a situation as an Eligible Trasaction.

ASPP A recommends the list of Eligible Transactions be expanded to include situtions
where there is a failure to comply with loan repayment requirements due to the failure of an
employer to set up necessar payroll withholdig procedures. ASPP A fuer recommends
that if such an Eligible Transaction occurs and a paricipant pays the amount that would have
been witheld had the payroll deductions been made, then the loan will not be considered to
have violated the plan's loan terms (includig default provisions). In addition, ASPP A
proposes that there be a short period (e.g., 180 calenda days or the last day of the calenda
quarter in which the loan was originated) where the balance on the loan could simply be re-
amortized over the remaing porton of the original term without any back payments made
by the partcipant.
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In order to be eligible to use the VFC Program, neither the plan nor the applicant may be
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"Under Investigation." A plan will be considered "Under Investigation" if the investigation
or examation at issue is in connection with an "act or transaction involving the plan."
Under the updated VFC Program, the defintion of the term was modified to include
investigations or examations by any Federal agency (i.e., not just the DOL). ASPPA agrees
with the underlyig need to expand the defition of the term. However, fuer clarfication

is needed as to what constitutes "an act or trsaction" for ths purose. For example, it is not

clear whether a plan would be considered "Under Investigation" where the sponsor is the
subje_ctofanIRS_emplO)'entt:_alldit~sJlltiginadetermation that the employment

status of certin individuals was misclassified, thereby affecting their eligibility under a plan.
It is also not clear whether a plan would be considered "Under Investigation" when there is a
Federal agency investigation (or notice of an investigation) of a contract covered by the
Davis-Bacon Act when the prevailing frge benefit is parly being satisfied through plan
contrbutions.

ASPP A recommends that the DOL provide fuher clarfication on what constitutes "Under
Investigation" for puroses of the VFC Program. Specifically, a plan should not be
considered "Under Investigation" where there is an investigation that only has an indiect
impact on a plan (e.g., an employment ta audit resultig in misclassified employees or a
DOL investigation relating to prevailing wage laws).
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The addition of the Online Calculator is a signficant enhancement that should result in
increased effciencies to all paries using the VFC Program. However, Section 6( d) (vi)
requires that the application include "specific calculations" with respect to the computation of
eargs. If the details of the calculation itself must be included in the application, then there
would be benefit to using the Online Calculator.

ASPP A recommends that when a plan offcial uses the Online Calculator to determe lost
eargs, details regardig the calculation of such eargs should be limted to the data that

was input into the Online Calculator. A certfication that the Online Calculator was utilized
should then be suffcient with respect to demonstrating how the actul eargs were
calculated.
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The updated VFC Program was effective as of the publication date (April 6, 2005). However,
it is not clear whether the updated VFC Program wil apply to applications that were pendig
with the DOL as of April 6, 2005.

ASPPA recommends that the DOL permt the use ofthe updated VFC Program with respect
to any applications that were pendig as of April 6, 2005.
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ASPP A welcomes the expansion of the list of Eligible Transactions under the updated VFC
Program. However, a fuer expansion of Eligible Transactions would make the progr
even more attactive to plan sponsors and fiduciares. Since the inception of the VFC
Program in early 2000, only relatively straightforward prohibited transactions described in
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the reguations have been eligible for correction. Instead of the narowly described eligible
transactions, EBSA should consider categories of transactions that may violate specific
sections of ERISA or applicable provisions of the Code, paricularly ERISA §404(a)(I) and
possibly ERISA §406(b). For example, categories of Eligible Transactions could include: (1)
a plan holdig real estate that violates or may violate ERISA §404(a)(I)(C); (2) the payment
of expenses with plan assets, that violates ERISA §§404(a)(I) (A), (B), and/or (D); and (3) a
plan acquig or holdig a plan asset that is contr to plan documents or in breach of

ERISA§404(a)(l)(D).

ASPPA recommends that the DOL expand the list of Eligible Transactions to include some
of the more common transactions that violate ERISA §§404(a)(I) and 406(b) (e.g., improper
payment of plan expenses and holdig real estate that violates ERISA §404(a)(I)(C)).

These comments were prepared by ASPPA's DOL subcommttee of the Governent Affairs
Commttee, Todd J. Berghuis, Esq., APM, Chair, and priarly authored by Robin S.
Lazarow, Esq., APM and Todd J. Berghuis, Esq., APM. Please contact us if you have any
comments or questions regardig the matters discussed above. Than you for your
consideration of these comments.

Sincerely,

Isl
Brian H. Graf, Esq., APM
Executive Director

Isl
Teresa T. Bloom, Esq., APM
Chief of Governent Affairs

Isl
Ilene H. Ferenczy, Esq., CPC, Co-chair
Gov't Affairs Commttee

Isl
George J. Taylor, MSPA, Co-chair
Gov't Affairs Commttee

Isl
Sal L. Tripodi, Esq., APM, Co-chair
Gov't Affairs Commttee

Isl
Robert M. Richter, Esq., APM, Chair
Adminstrative Relations Commttee
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